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The unique plasmonic properties of the noble metal colloidal nanoparticles make them promising enhancement
substrates for surface-enhanced Raman scattering. Obtaining of systems that provide ever-increasing enhancement
of the Raman scattered light is a big challenge. Silver colloids studied here are prepared by LeeMeisel's method.
Rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B are used as probe adsorbates. The raw colloids obtained in this way exhibit
a characteristic extinction band proving surface plasmons excitation, but do not enhance the Raman signal.
Theoretical calculations indicate that the extremely large electromagnetic eld is induced in the junctions between
metallic nanostructures so some degree of their aggregation is necessary to achieve a sucient gain value.

The

addition of aggregating agents (KCl or HCl) leads to signicant changes in the extinction spectrum and to
signicant increase in the intensity of surface-enhanced Raman scattering.

The experiments show that chloride

can not only promote the aggregation process but also eectively aect chemical mechanisms contributing to
surface-enhanced Raman scattering.
PACS: 33.20.Fb, 33.20.Kf, 33.50.−j

1. Introduction

metal nanoparticles. Plasmons excited in metal nanopar-

Silver and gold nanoparticles are the systems which
are able to enhance the intensity of the Raman scattered
light.

The rst experimental and theoretical reports

on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) [13] appeared in the 70's of 20th century. The earlier reports focused on SERS on silver electrodes with modied roughened surfaces, but since 1979 when enhancement of the
Raman signal on silver and gold sols was observed the
rst time [4] the colloidal metal particles have become
the most commonly used substrates.
Silver and gold nanoparticles, because of its unique
properties (resonance excitation of surface plasmons and
associated with this phenomenon resonance light absorption, resonance light scattering and ability of enhancement of intensity of the Raman scattered light)
nd wide application in medical diagnosis and therapy.
The most spectacular applications of nanoparticles and
SERS phenomenon are uses of antibodies functionalized
gold nanoparticles in detecting and destroying of cancer
cells [58].
The enhancement of intensity Raman scattered light is
mainly a result of electric eld enhancement of both incident and scattered lights on the metal nanoparticles, e.g.
on nanostructures forming the rough surface [9, 10] or on
nanoparticles dispersed in solution.

This enhancement

called as electromagnetic (EM) enhancement is related to
the resonance excitation of surface plasmons localized in

ticles have the characteristic frequencies depending on
sizes, shapes and dielectric functions of nanoparticles and
surrounding medium [11, 12].

Conditions for occurring

of large EM enhancement are fullled for silver, gold and
copper, only. If metallic nanoparticles are placed in the
eld of light and frequency of this light is equal or close
to frequency of plasmonic oscillations on the surface of
these nanoparticles, the resonance enhancement of electric eld of light occurs [13]. If molecules are placed in
sites, where electric eld of light is enhanced, the intensity of the Raman scattered light is also enhanced, locally
6
even more than 10 fold. An additional enhancement is
provided by chemical mechanism.

It is associated with

the increase in polarizability of molecules adsorbed on
metal  for adsorbed molecules exciting light can cause
charge transfer (CT) transition from (or to) the Fermi
level of metal to (or from) levels of adsorbed molecules
and thus condition for resonance Raman scattering can
be fullled. The total enhancement provided by chemical
2
mechanism usually does not exceed 10 .
The optimal conditions for SERS enhancement are fullled only in the small part of the surface and surroundings of nanoparticles.

As a result, for colloids contain-

ing isolated nanoparticles, total enhancement does not
6
exceed 10 and usually is not greater than two orders
of magnitude. Enhancement properties of colloid essentially change by the aggregation of nanoparticles. Then,
the large enhancement of electric eld occurs in junctions between nanoparticles. Value of this enhancement
depends on width of gaps (smaller width  larger en-
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hancement) and on curvature of nanoparticles (larger
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curvature  larger enhancement).

If molecules of an-

alyte are placed in the internal junctions in aggregates
illuminated by the excitation light then the intensity of
15
the Raman scattered light can be enhanced even 10
fold
(as the result of both mechanisms, EM and CT). It means
that the presence of few molecules placed in the narrow
slits between nanoparticles is sucient for recording of
SERS spectrum.

Phenomenon of such giant enhance-

ment was rst time observed in 1996 by two independent
research groups [14, 15] and was called single molecules
SERS (SM SERS), and sites into which molecules should
be placed for occurring such big enhancement were called
hot spots. Obtaining of colloid containing aggregated
nanoparticles with large number of hot spots is a big
challenge. One of the main aims of this work is the in-

Fig. 1.

vestigation of the inuence of colloid aggregation process

around the spherical silver nanoparticles with radius

on the intensity of SERS spectra of rhodamine 6G and
rhodamine B adsorbed on silver nanoparticles. Observed
increase in SERS signal may prove forming of junctions
into which conditions for SM SERS are fullled.
In the next part of this paper results of theoretical calculations of the electric eld distribution on the surface
and in vicinity of spherical silver nanoobjects, both isolated and assembled into dimer, are shown. Values of the
electric eld enhancement and SERS enhancement in the
gaps between adjacent nanospheres are calculated. Theoretical extinction spectra of silver nanospheres for the
dierent sizes are presented. In experimental parts of this
work the silver sol aggregation processes are studied. Inuence of the nanoparticles aggregation on SERS signal
and extinction spectra are presented and discussed.

2. Electromagnetic eld around
the nanoparticles

a = 39

Time-averaged EM energy density distribution
nm illuminated by light of various wavelengths.

The unit on the scale of colorbar represents the energy density of incident radiation. White lines represent
the direction of energy ow (direction of the Poynting
vector).

In Fig. 1 one can see the complex pattern of energy ow
in the near-eld region surrounding a silver nanoparticle.
The graphic also shows how it changes with dierent frequency of incident light. The illustration shows a few interesting phenomena occurring in the vicinity of plasmon
resonance, in particular, the existence of singularities and
the formation of optical vortices. These phenomena are
discussed in detail in [19].

From point of view of this

paper the most interesting is the fact that close to the
resonance condition lines of energy ux can enter into
the nanoparticle not only from the front (with respect to
a power source) but also from the shadow side. As a
result the nanoparticle can absorb much more radiation
than that given by its geometrical cross-sections.
Figure 2 shows the near eld distributions in the vicin-

The rst general description of elastic scattering of

ity of spherical nanoparticle with a radius of 39 nm

plane electromagnetic wave on isolated spherical objects

(nanoparticles with this size are the subject of experi-

was made in the early twentieth century by Mie [16]. In

mental studies carried out in this work) placed in water.

subsequent decades the Mie (sometimes called Lorenz

The wavelength of incident radiation is 445 nm. One can

Mie) method has been intensively developed. The orig-

see that the electric eld mainly concentrates around the

inal theory was also extended to describe the scatter-

poles of nanoparticle (with respect to the direction of

ing of light on systems of particles freely distributed in

electric eld of incident EM wave). The enhancement of

space and diering in size and material properties. One of

electric eld predicted by the Mie theory can reach up to

such generalization called generalized multiparticle Mie-

7-fold in these regions.

-solution (GMM) proposed by Xu [17] is used in this

In the case of small spherical particles (with diameters

This method is still the subject of intense work

signicantly smaller than the wavelength) oscillations in-

whose aim is to improve the eciency and stability of

duced on their surface can be treated as a dipole so the

numerical algorithm.

It is noteworthy that the results

largest electric eld appears at the poles and its spatial

obtained using GMM exhibit excellent agreement with

distribution is almost symmetric with respect to the di-

experiments [18].

rection of propagation of light. The situation changes in

work.

In this chapter some aspects of the near eld prob-

the case of larger particles. Due to a signicant contri-

lem are illustrated by the results of authors' calculations.

bution of higher multipoles the eld distribution is no

The energy ow (the Poynting vector) and electric eld

longer symmetric and areas of major enhancement ap-

enhancement around isolated metallic nanospheres are

pear outside the poles (see Fig. 3).

calculated from original Mie theory. However, the distri-

The much stronger EM eld (in comparison with iso-

bution of near eld around an ensemble of nanoparticles

lated nanoparticles presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) is

as well as the enhancement factor for SERS of molecules

induced inside an aggregate of nanoparticles, especially

placed between them are obtained using GMM approach.

in narrow gaps between them, in so-called hot spots.
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Local electric eld distribution around a single

silver sphere with radius

a = 39

nm in water. The unit

Fig. 4.

Local electric eld distribution around an en-

semble of two spherical silver nanoparticles with radius

on the scale of colorbar represents the magnitude of eld

a = 39

intensity in the absence of nanoparticle. The interior of

nanospheres is 10 nm.

nm placed in water.

The distance between

the sphere was blackened.

Fig. 3.

Local electric eld distribution around a single

silver sphere with radius

a = 150

nm in water.

A graphic illustration of such situation is shown in Fig. 4,
where the results of calculations of electric eld distribu-

Fig. 5.

Enhancement of electric eld at the middle

point between two 39 nm silver spheres (A, B) and
corresponding SERS enhancement (C) caused by EM

tion around an ensemble of two silver spheres are pre-

mechanism.

sented.

nanospheres. Calculations were performed using GMM

The eld enhancement at the mid-point inside 1 nm
gap between two 39 nm silver nanoparticles aligned along
the electric eld direction can reach a few hundreds
(see Fig. 5A). At even smaller distance between metallic
nanoparticles the electric eld enhancement can exceed
three orders of magnitude.
According to the classical interpretation of SERS the
enhancement of signal is proportional to the square of
the local eld magnitude at the frequency of incident

Symbol

d

denotes the distance between

method.

(ωe ) and scattered (Stokes-shifted;

EFEM =

Eloc (ωe )
E0

2

ωs )

radiation

2

Eloc (ωs )
.
E0

(1)

If the plasmon resonance band is broad and the dierence between the incident and Stokes-shifted frequency
4
is small, then the approximation EFEM ∝ |Eloc (ωe )/E0 |
is valid. The intensity of light scattered in SERS process
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by molecules placed in hot spot can be enhanced up
11
12
to 10 10
times. The approximate dependence of the
enhancement factor of SERS (due to EM mechanism) on
the wavelength of incident light is presented in Fig. 5C.

3. Extinction spectra of silver sol
The prerequisite for the occurrence of SERS phenomenon is electromagnetic excitations of surface plas-

ψn (mx)ψn′ (x) − mψn (x)ψn′ (mx)
,
ψn (mx)ξn′ (x) − mξn (x)ψn′ (mx)
√
x = kr and m =
ε(ω)/εmed (ω)

bn =
where

parameter and relative refractive index,

second kind.

4. Experimental

tem. Very useful criterion for assessment and predicting
the potential SERS-activity of silver colloid is a visual

4.1. Materials

It should have a

broad band, whose source is the absorption and scat-

are the size
respectively.

ψn and ξn are the RiccattiBessel functions dened as
ψn (z) = zjn (z) and ξn (z) = z[jn (z) + iyn (z)], where
jn and yn are spherical Bessel functions of the rst and

mons in nanostructures forming the SERS active sys-

inspection of its extinction spectrum.

(4)

shape of this band depends on the kind of metal, from

Silver
nitrate
(AgNO3 ),
trisodium
citrate
(Na3 C6 H5 O7 ·2H2 O), potassium chloride (KCl) and
hydrochloric acid (HCl) were obtained from POCh

which nanostructures are built, and on the size and shape

S.A. (Poland).

of these nanostructures. A colloidal dispersion contain-

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.

ing non-aggregated silver nanoparticles exhibits maximal

(18.2

extinction in the violet and blue range. The extinction

solutions.

tering of light by surface plasmons.

The position and

MΩ

cm)

Rhodamine 6G and rhodamine B were
was

used

for

Milli-Q grade water
the

preparation

of

all

band broadens and shifts toward longer wavelengths with
the increase of the size of particles. A similar dependence
is observed for colloidal gold. The only dierence is that
the isolated gold nanoparticles most strongly absorb and
scatter green and yellow light.

4.2. Silver colloids production and samples preparation

The nanoparticles used in experiments were prepared
by chemical reduction of silver nitrate with trisodium citrate using a modied Lee and Meisel method [20]. Mechanism of reaction can be rewritten as follows:

+
4Ag + Na3 C6 H5 O7 + 2H2 O
→ 4Ag0 + H3 C6 H5 O7 + 3Na+ + H+ + O2 ↑.
The Lee and Meisel method allows to obtain the
nanoparticles with desired sizes depending on the temperature at which suspension was kept during preparation of the colloid. For studies carried out in this work
silver nanoparticles are obtained by mixing of 50 ml of
1 mM silver nitride with 1 ml of 1% aqueous solution
of trisodium citrate.

The last solution was added in 4

portions.
Fig. 6.

Extinction spectra of water suspension of silver

nanoparticles of various radius

a calculated on the basis

First portion (0.1 ml) was added after silver
◦
nitride solution heating to temperature of 90 C. Next
◦
solution was heated to about 96 C and after 20 min, the
second portion equal to 0.3 ml was added. The next por-

of the Mie theory.

tions (3th and 4th) each equal to 0.3 ml were added after
Extinction spectra can be calculated on the basis of
According to this theory

next 15 and 30 min, respectively. After adding the last
◦
portion, the temperature was still kept at 96 C for about

the extinction cross-sections of homogeneous diamagnetic

30 min, and content of ask was occasionally stirred. Fi-

the Mie theory (see Fig. 6).
sphere of radius

a

and dielectric permittivity

the medium of permittivity

εmed

ε

placed in

nally, the resultant mixture was cooled down to room

can be expressed as a

temperature and pure water was added to compensate

sum of series of multipolar terms

the losses due to evaporation.

∞
∑

2π
(2n + 1)Re(an + bn ),
(2)
k 2 n=1
√
where k = (2π/λ) εmed (λ). λ is the wavelength in vacuum. The coecients an and bn of this innite series are
Cext (λ, a) =

obtained from appropriate boundary conditions at the
surface of the sphere and are given by

mψn (mx)ψn′ (x) − ψn (x)ψn′ (mx)
an =
mψn (mx)ξn′ (x) − ξn (x)ψn′ (mx)
and

Obtained mixtures were

milky gray-green color and remained stable for a long
time (up to several months). For further studies (extinction, particle sizing by dynamically scattered light (DLS)
and SERS) they were 6-fold diluted in water.
KCl or HCl, respectively, were used as aggregating
agents.

All samples containing colloids with appropri-

ate amount of one of these compounds were shaken on
vortex stirrer for 30 s after addition. Then the analyte

(3)

(rhodamine 6G or rhodamine B) was added and mixing was continued for next 30 s. The measurements were
started immediately after the preparation of each sample.
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4.3. Instrumentation

The absorbance spectra were collected using a two-beam V550 (Jasco Inc., USA) spectrophotometer in
standard 10 mm path length optical glass cells.
The particle sizes were determined by photon correlation spectroscopy. Fluctuations of the intensity of DLS
were analysed on the system composed of a photon counting unit Photocor-PC1 (based on Hamamatsu R6358-10
photomultiplier) and 288-channels Photocor-FC correlator working in multiple-tau spacing mode (both devices
with dedicated software were purchased from Photocor
Instruments Inc., USA). The power of the incident beam
(632.8 nm light from a HeNe laser source) was adjusted
with circular variable neutral density lter (Thorlabs
Inc., USA) and a width of the beam was reduced by using
◦
lenses and pinholes. Scattering angle was set to 90 . The
laser light was polarized perpendicularly to the scattering plane. The scattered light was accumulated for 15 s.
Obtained autocorrelation functions were analyzed using
DynaLS software (Alango Ltd., Israel).
The Raman spectra were recorded on DK480 (Spectral
Products Inc., USA), 0.5 m spectrometer equipped with
ST6 CCD camera (Santa Barbara Instrument Group
Inc., USA). Both devices were controlled by KestrelSpec
software (Catalina Scientic Corp., USA). The spectra
were excited by 632.8 nm line of 35 mW HeNe laser
(Coherent Inc., USA) at 30 s exposure.

5. Results and discussion
5.1. SERS on aggregated silver nanoparticles

The Raman scattering of molecules in solutions containing non-aggregated silver nanoparticles exhibits relatively weak enhancement. The average intensity of the
Raman scattering from molecules of analytes (both rhodamines) dissolved in colloidal suspension grows up to 2
orders of magnitude. This enhancement factor is insu-

Fig. 7.

Extinction spectra (A) of silver colloids con-

taining 0.8

µM

rhodamine 6G with addition of various

amounts of KCl.

Corresponding results of DLS mea-

surements (B) and SERS spectra (C).

cient for practical SERS applications so partial aggregation of colloid is necessary [21].
The increase in chloride concentration leads to a sig-

most of the nanoparticles still remain unaggregated or

nicant reduction of the main extinction band related to

form only small clusters. It is also noteworthy that the

the dipole plasmon resonance of unaggregated nanopar-

coexistence of KCl and rhodamine 6G (at the concentra-

ticles (as one can see in Fig. 7A), while a new absorp-

tion of the order of

tion band arises beyond 600 nm and then increases and

greater extent of aggregation than in the case of silver sol

shifts towards longer wavelengths. The appearance of the

with KCl but without dye.

µM)

in colloid leads to the slightly

second band proves that the silver aggregates (initially

The presence in silver sol both rhodamine 6G and small

dimers and then aggregates of larger size) are formed.

amount of chloride results in the appearing of new ab-

This problem is in more detail discussed in authors' pre-

sorption band of the dye at about 500 nm, while free

vious paper [22].

rhodamine 6G exhibits the peak of absorption at about

As one can see in Fig. 7B the results of consecutive DLS

527 nm.

The changes in the absorption spectrum and

measurements are strongly correlated with the changes in

quenching of the uorescence emission (the results are

absorption spectra. For KCl concentration ranging from

presented in [23]) indicate that cationic molecules of rho-

3.33 mM to 33.3 mM the measured average radius of ag-

damine 6G in colloidal Ag/chloride ions mixture tend

gregates increased from slightly less than 50 nm to about

to concentrate close to metallic nanoparticles and easily

70 nm.

adsorb on their negatively charged surfaces at preferred

These relatively small changes in modal value

of the presented particle size distributions suggest that

orientation with respect to them [24].

during the rst minute after preparation of the samples

the dimerization of dye molecules [25].

It can facilitate
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1.7 mM concentration of chloride is still not sucient
to eective SERS activation of silver sol and, in consequence, no Raman scattering of 0.8
recorded.

µM

Rh6G was

As the content of chloride increases SERS

intensity of rhodamine 6G on silver nanoparticles also
strongly increases and reaches the maximum at 33.3 mM
KCl concentration (see Fig. 7C). At this concentration of
chloride ions the system seems to undergo a metastable
regime and the longer laser irradiation (just tens of seconds) leads to the noticeable degradation of the colloid.
It seriously limits the time available for recording Raman
spectra. Further enlargement of the amount of chloride
leads to the instability and gradual precipitation of colloid. It also results in the considerable decrease of SERS
intensity.
5.2. Time dependence of SERS signal

Figure 8 shows the temporal evolution of absorbance
spectra obtained from samples of 100 nM rhodamine B
in silver sol. One can see that during at least two hours
observations the extinction of Ag colloid/HCl/rhodamine
B solution decreases across almost the whole measured
spectrum, while the plasmon resonance band slightly
shifts towards higher energy.

Fig. 8.

Sets of extinction spectra of the citrate reduced

Ag colloid with 0.1

µM

rhodamine B and various con-

centrations of HCl.

This shift is probably re-

lated to the changes of charge density on the surface of
nanoparticles as a result of adsorption of chloride ions.
Figure 8 also shows the evolution of spectra in the red
and near infrared region where the second wide absorption band arises.

These changes are mostly expressed

for the HCl concentration of 10 mM. As in the case of
Ag nanoparticles/KCl/rhodamine 6G systems this second band indicates the appearance in solution of small
assemblies of closely spaced nanoparticles.

It is clearly

seen that the red band in extinction spectrum shifts to
longer wavelengths with time. This shift is related to the
increasing size of aggregates. Excluding the sample with
the lower content of HCl, after a certain time the colloids exhibit nearly equal extinction in almost the whole
spectral range indicating a large extent of aggregation.
For all concentrations of HCl the changes in extinction spectrum (especially in the red region) are correlated
with the alteration of the Raman intensity (see Fig. 9B).
The increase of the concentration of HCl results in earlier
achievement of the maximum of the Raman intensity.
In the case of rhodamine B on the citrate reduced silver sol a replacement of KCl by HCl as an aggregating
agent results in considerable increase in SERS intensity
(over 10-fold growth in comparison to KCl). The possible explanation of this spectacular eect is a transition
of the dye molecules from zwitterionic to cationic form
caused by the decrease of pH [26]. It is not observed for
rhodamine 6G.

Fig. 9.

SERS spectra of 0.1

µM

rhodamine B on sil-

ver sol with added 10 mM HCl at 40 min after preparation of the sample (A), the time-dependent changes

DLS measurements (Fig. 9C and D) clearly show that

of the intensity of the most pronounced Raman peak
−1
of rhodamine B (at about 1530 cm
) recorded for the

the aggregation proceeds faster for higher concentration

samples containing various amount of HCl (B). The evo-

of aggregating agent. The fairly rapid decline in the intensity of DLS at higher chloride concentration is probably the result of the reduction in the number of scattering objects due to sedimentation of large aggregates.

lution of the mean hydrodynamic radius of aggregates
(C) and the intensity of dynamically scattered light (D)
during rst hour of the observation.
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